National lnsrirure of Adoariced I~tdusrrial Science and Technolog): Japan This paper describes a method for obtaining a list of chorus (refrain) sections in compact-disc recordings of popular music. The detection of chorus sections is essential for the computational modeling of music understanding and is useful in various applications, such as automatic chorus-preview functions in music browsers or retrieval systems. Most previous methods detected as a chorus a repeated section of a given length and had difficulty in identifying both ends of a chorus section and in dealing with modulations (key changes). By analyzing relationships between various repeated sections. our method called RefraiD can detect all the chorus sections in a song and estimate both ends of each section. It can also detect modulated chorus sections by introducing a similarity that enables modulated repetition to be judged correctly. Experimental results with a popular-music database show that this method detects the correct chorus sections in 80 of 100 songs. Here we present a novel approach to audio signal enhancement based on psychoacoustic principles. Specifically, we describe a short-time spectral amplitude estimator whose form comprises a weighted sum of the minimum mean-square error solution and the observed spectral value, where the weighting factor is given by the ratio of the masked threshold and this observed value. We then explore the connection between our approach and the idea of socalled balanced loss functions in statistics, showing the former lo be an instance of the latter with a very special choice of weighting factor. Lastly, we present results indicating the relative merits of our approach in both objective and subjective terms, as com- 
Here we present a novel approach to audio signal enhancement based on psychoacoustic principles. Specifically, we describe a short-time spectral amplitude estimator whose form comprises a weighted sum of the minimum mean-square error solution and the observed spectral value, where the weighting factor is given by the ratio of the masked threshold and this observed value. We then explore the connection between our approach and the idea of socalled balanced loss functions in statistics, showing the former lo be an instance of the latter with a very special choice of weighting factor. Lastly, we present results indicating the relative merits of our approach in both objective and subjective terms, as com- Sound texturesfor instance, a crackling fire, running water, or applauseconstinrte a large and largely neglected class of audio signals. Whereas tonal sounds have been effectively and flexibly modelled with sinusoids, aperiodic energy is usually modelled as white noise filtered to match the approximate spectrum of the original over 10-30 ms windows, which fails to provide a perceptually satisfying reproduction of many real-world noisy sound textures. We attribute this failure to the loss of short-term temporal SINCtux, and we introduce a second modelling stage in which the time envelope of the residual from conventional linear predictive modelling is itself modelled with linear prediction in the spectral domain. This cascade time-and frequency-domain linear prediction (CTFLP) leads to noise-excited resyntheses that have high perceptual fidelity. We perform a novel quantitative error analysis by measuring the proponional error within time-frequency cells across a range of timescales.
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